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Examining what keeps Coast
Guard cutters and vessels from
expelling Mainland fishing vessels’
trespassing for illegal fishing and/
or seeking shelter against gusty
winds during the Northeast trade
wind period
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ՏѐڌΔࢲ؞ഇมĂ̂ౙႢ௺ᐛᐛ

D

Chinese fishing boats frequently trespass and congregate to north-

ern Taiwan’s offshore of Pongjia islet, central Taiwan’s offshore coast of

າѻăࡺॷăέ̚γঔ̈́መസঔાඈڱܧะ

Hsinchu, Miaoli and Taichung, and the peripheral sea areas of the

ඕॏ౦ٕᔖࢲĂᚑࢦᇆᜩԧ͞Ⴂϔᝋৈ̈́ঔ

Penghu Island in search of illegal fishing and/or seeking shelter against

߶ϠၗᒖဩྤĄ

To safeguard Taiwan’s fishery resources, marine environment, and

ঔ˯үຽщБĂధཌ˘ܜГކϯώཌ᜕ϔ᜕

Guard Administration, Executive Yuan has repeatedly declare the administration’s determination in protecting the fishermen, fishing sites

ˢܬԧࢨ̈́ט༰ͤͪા̝̂ౙႢ௺Ăঔ߶ᓁ

and safeguarding Taiwan’s sea territories. To step up expelling Main-

Ԋ̏᎕ໂఢထ࠹ᙯବᎿ๔ચүࠎĂ֭פ

land Chinese fishing boats that trespass Taiwan’s restricted and banned

̂ౙႢ௺ડॏ౦Еࠎѐࢦޘᕇ̍үĄ

sea territories, the Directorate General of Maritime Patrol Bureau of the
Coast Guard Administration is actively staging relevant clampdown
missions, and has enlisted cracking down illicit mainland fishing boats’

࿅̂ĂѣॡึڱӀ๔݈ـᜭᗓĂᖰಶ

trespassing for fishing as a focus of its annually implementation plan.

࠹ᙯࣧЯΐͽᑭ̶ژĂ֭ࡁᑢЯᑕ၆ඉĄ

However, during the northeast trade wind period, excessive ocean

̂ౙႢ௺ࠧॏ౦ଐژ̶ڶ
˘ă̂ౙႢ௺ٽะඕડા
ՏѐڌΔࢲ؞ഇมĂдᄂ៉ঔदүຽ۞
̂ౙႢ௺གྷ૱ડซˢԧ͞ࢨ̈́ט༰ͤ
ͪાүຽĂЧঔા̂ౙႢ௺̶Ҷଐԛт
˭Ĉ
Ğ˘ğΔొঔાĈͽೆָᑎγঔࠎĄ
Ğ˟ğ̚ొঔાĈͽາѻҌޢᐷγঔă఼
ዧᇄăၓᑺ̍ຽડă౪ᆴ̍ຽപ
ඈঔાࠎĄ
ĞˬğመസঔાĈͽϫ͜ᑎăؑᑎă˛
࡚ᑎăڌРᑎăҘРᑎă܅ᑎăᏤ
ᑎඈঔાࠎĄ

waves may sometimes prevent the Coast Guard cutters and vessels from
sailing successfully to carry out the expelling mission; below provides
a concise analysis on relevant causes, and with countermeasures drafted.

Analyzing the status of mainland vessels in various sea
territories
I. Areas that Mainland fishing vessels are prone to congregate
During the northeast trade wind period every year, mainland Chinese fishing boats working in the Taiwan Strait often trespass into
Taiwan’s restricted and banned waters; the status of distribution of
mainland fishing boats by sea territories are as follows,
1.)The northern sea territories: Mainland fishing vessels tend to
congregate on the offshore of the Pongjia islet.
2.)The central sea territories: Mainland fishing vessels tend to
congregate along the coastal offshore spanning from Hsinchu to
Houlung, covering the Tungshiao power plant, Zhangbin Industrial Zone, Mailiao Industrial Port and so forth.

ĞαğܝܛঔાĈ̂кะ̚ج̂ٺᑎཏᒨ

3.)The Penghu sea territories: Mainland fishing vessels tend to

Ҍ̋˘ă̈ڌܝܛ૯ҌೇᎸᑎ

congregate in the peripheral offshore of the Mu Dou islet, Gu

ঔા̈́̂ᓙă˟ᓙม̝ͪĄ

Poh islet, Chi Mei islet, Dong Jih islet, Shih Chi islet, Hua islet,

̂᭛ᄃΔࡏ̝มăࡏݑเءᑎă
ҘᜠڕՅăപՅăαჯՅڻ
ثăڌăҘఃͪă͔ڌăҘ͔
ඈঔાĄ

Mao islet and so forth.
4.)The Kinmen sea territories: Mainland fishing vessels tend to
congregate along the Dayen islet to Ta Shan, the water areas from
Little Kinmen’s Dong Gang to Fuhsing islet, and the waterways
between Da Dan and Er Dan.
5.)The Matsu sea territories: Mainland fishing vessels tend to
congregate along the waters west to the Gaodeng Island, and between Da Chu and Bei Gan, Nan Gan’s Huangguan islet, west to
costal area of Tiehban Village, Magang Village and Shihwei
Village, the waterways of Dongchu and Shihchu, and around
Dongyin and Shihyin.
ௐ 14 ഇ ঔ֟ / 2005
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ese fishermen, marine ecology, and environmental resources.
fishermen’s operation safety at sea, Minister Hsu, the head of Coast

҃ĂڌٺΔࢲ؞ഇมĂ֟֨ᚻཟᘣٺঔ˯ࢲ

ኢ

gusty trade winds, which pose severe impact to the equity of Taiwan-

ࠎჯ᜕ԧ઼Ⴂຽྤăঔ߶ᒖဩ̈́Ⴂϔ
Ⴂ̈́ஐ̼ԧ͞გᔑঔા̝ՙ͕Ăࠎΐૻᜭᗓ
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̂ౙႢ௺ٽะඕঔાϯຍဦ
Illustrated map on areas that Mainland fishing
vessels are prone to congregate
1.The 1st Coast Guard (Keelung) patrol flotilla
2.The 2nd Coast Guard (Tamsui) patrol flotilla
3.The 8th Coast Guard (Penghu) patrol flotilla

˟ăЧঔા̂ౙႢ௺ԛၗ̶ژ

II. Analyzing the status of Mainland fishing vessels in various types

Чঔાགྷ૱ડॏ౦̝̂ౙႢ௺ԛၗ̶
ژт˭Ĉ

An analysis on the state of sea territories in which Mainland fishing vessels tend to illegal fishing engage in illegal breach of fishing

ܑ 2ĈЧঔાડॏ౦̂ౙႢ௺ԛၗ̶ژ
ᙷҾ

௺̈́ݭၹౄ

ϓപᗓ

үຽ͞ё

Δొঔા

ͽᅥܜႢă
ᅥాႢࠎ

ᜠഥ௺Ă௺ ࡗܜ25 Ҍ 30 ̳͎Ăಏ
اĂጟҜࡗ 200 Ҍ 300Ă௺ిࡗ 8 Ҍ
10 ༼Ă௺ࣶᇴࡗ 8 Ҍ 12 ˠ

ϓപࠎܜ࠷ޙሄᎩă
ాѯᎩĂૄษঔાࡗ
117 গ

ͽಏăᗕٳă
ؼᘰ̈́߹ו
შࠎ

̚ొঔા

ͽᅥႢă
ᅥॢႢࠎ

ᜠഥ௺Ă௺ ࡗܜ25 Ҍ 30 ̳͎Ăಏ
֘ĂጟҜࡗ 80 Ҍ 150 Ă௺ిࡗ 10
༼Ă௺ࣶᇴࡗ 12 Ҍ 16 ˠ

ϓപࠎ࠷ޙϮξă
ॢѯᎩĂέ̚ঔાࡗ
130 গ

ͽಏٳშүຽ
ࠎ

መസঔા

ͽᅥᐷႢă
ᅥႢăᅥ
ॢႢࠎ

ᜠഥ௺Ă௺ ࡗܜ3 0 ̳͎Ăಏ֘Ă
ጟҜࡗ 100 Ҍ 150 Ă௺ిࡗ 10 Ҍ 14
༼Ă௺ࣶᇴࡗ 12 Ҍ 16 ˠ

ϓപࠎ࠷ޙᐷঔξă
ϮξăॢѯᎩĂೆ
സঔાࡗ 56 গ

ͽႋё̈́ಏ
ٳშүຽࠎ

ܝܛঔા

ͽᅥᐷႢă
ᅥງႢăᅥ
ᅥႢࠎ

кࠎ̚ă̈͢ݭኳႢ௺ٕਟĂ௺
ࡗܜ8Ҍ12̳͎Ă௺ࣶᇴࡗ 4Ҍ6ˠ

ϓപࠎ࠷ޙᐷঔξă
ງܝξăэξĂܛ
ܝঔાࡗ 10 গ

ͽ ߹  וშ ̈́
ಏăᗕٳშү
ຽࠎ

য়ঔા

ͽᅥాႢă
ᅥాྺăᅥ
πႢăᅥܜ
Ⴂࠎ

͢ኳႢ௺ጟҜࡗ 20 Ҍ 70 Ă௺ిࡗ
10 ༼Ă௺ࣶࡗ 6 Ҍ 7 ˠćᜠഥႢ௺
ጟҜࡗ 150 Ă௺ࣶ 10 Ҍ 12 ˠ

ϓപࠎా࠷ޙѯᎩă
πሔᎩăܜሄᎩĂ
য়ঔાࡗ 7 গ

ͽᗕٳშүຽ
ࠎĂགྷ૱ཏ
ჸะវҖજ
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Table-1 An analysis on the types of Mainland fishing vessels which tend to trespass for illegal fishing

֟
Sea
territories

Type

Vessel model and construction

Distance to mother port

Operating mode

Northern
sea territories

Largely of Min
Chang fishing boat,
Min Lien fishing
boats

Steel hull ship, measuring
approx. 25 to 30 meters long,
single propellant, with a tonnage at approx. 200 to 300, and
boat speed of approx. 8 to 10
knots, carrying a crew of
roughly 8 to 12

The mother ports being
Changloh County, Fujian
province, Lienjiang county,
roughly 117 nautical miles
from keeling sea territories

Largely taking to
single and double
tow net fishing,
rope fishing and
drag net fishing

Central sea
territories

Largely of Min Shih
fishing boats, Min Jin
fishing boats

Steel hull ship, measuring
approx. 25 to 30 meters, single
propellant, with a tonnage at
approx. 80 to 150, and a boat
speed approx. 10 knots, carrying a crew of approx. 12 to 16

The mother ports being
Shihshih city, Fujian
province, Jinjiang county,
roughly 130 nautical mile
from Taichung sea territories

Large taking to
single tow net

Penghu sea
territories

Largely of Min Lung
fishing boats, min
Shih fishing boats,
and Min Jin fishing
boats

Steel hull ship, measuring
approx. 30 meters, single
propellant, with a tonnage at
approx. 100 to 150, and a boat
speed of 10 to 14 knots, carrying a crew of approx. 12 to 16

The mother ports being
Lunghai city, Shihshih city,
Fujian province, Jinjiang
county, roughly 56 nautical
miles from Penghu sea territories

Largely taking to
roller and single
tow net

Kinmen sea
territories

Largely of Min Lung
boats, Min Shia
boats, Min Min boats

Largely of medium and small
wooden fishing boats or sampans

The mother ports being
Lunghai city, Shiamen city,
Fuzhow city of Fujian
province, approx. 10 nautical miles form Kinmen sea
territories

Largely taking of
drag net, single and
double tow net fishing

Matsu sea
territories

Largely of Min Lien
boats, Min Lien Non,
Min Ping boats, Mi
Chang boats

Wooden fishing vessels with a
tonnage of approx. 20 to 70, a
boat speed of 10 knots, carrying a crew of approx. 6 - 7; steel
hull fishing ships with a tonnage of approx. 150, carrying a
crew of 10 to 12

The mother ports being
Lienjiang county,
Changping county,
Changleh county, Fujian
province, approx. 7 nautical
miles from Matsu sea territories

Largely taking to
double tow net fishing and often congregate in group actions

ኢ

֟֨ᚻཟᄃ̂ౙႢ௺̝ͧྵ̶ژ
дڌΔࢲ؞ഇมĂࠎңдТᇹࢲᐍೋ

A comparative analysis on patrol cutters and vessels vs. mainland fishing vessels
During the northeast trade wind period, under the same tough

۞ଐ˭ڶĂ̂ౙႢ௺Ξͽડॏ౦ٕдঔ˯

conditions of winds and waves, why is it that Mainland fishing vessels

߿જĂّ҃ਕᐹள̝֟֨ᚻཟݒॡ҃ڱ

are able to trespass for fishing or maneuver at sea, whereas the well-

னಞĂેҖᜭᗓЇચĉᖰಶ௺௹ඕၹన

equipped patrol cutters and vessels are unable to steer to the site to
carry out expelling missions? A comparative analysis focusing on the
differences in the ship structural design, geographical environment, tim-

ّΐͽͧྵ̶ژĄ

ing of launching sail, and operating means is provided.

˘ă௺௹ඕၹనࢍ̝मள

I. The dissimilarities in vessel structural design

Ϥ֨֟ٺᚻཟᄃ̂ౙႢ௺̝ΑਕᅮՐၟ
̙ТĂЯѩ۰̝௺ݭăඕၹనࢍඈϺ̂
ளĄ֟֨ᚻཟࠎેҖঔા֟֨ăঔ˯Ϛ

With distinct differences in functional requirements, the ship
model, structural design between the patrol cutters and vessels and
Mainland fishing vessels are also differ drastically. In support of the
duty needs in maritime patrol, maritime crime interdiction, maritime
ௐ 14 ഇ ঔ֟ / 2005
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ཋߤăঔᙱାӄăঔ߶ᒖဩ᜕ܲăႢຽྤ

distress rescue, marine environment protection, fishery resources pa-

᜕֟ඈЇચᅮࢋĂᓾՐ፟જăԣిĂЯѩ

trol and protection, the patrol cutters and vessels need to be mobile and

௺௹నࢍࢦి௺ٺăҲܡĂ࠹၆

ኢ

resistance, yet relatively less wave endurance. Whereas in order to op-

۞Ăّྵमć҃̂ౙႢ௺ࠎ˞дঔ˯

erate at the sea for long endurance, the vessel design of mainland fish-

ܜॡมүຽĂ௺௹నࢍࢦٺᘦޘă

ing vessels tends to focus on a high stability, high wave resistance, and

ّĂ࠹၆۞Ăၙྵి௺Ąྎт˭ܑٙ

ጪ

fast, hence the vessel designs tend to focus on high speed, low wave

Е̝ͧྵ̶ژĈ

relatively a slower boat speed. For further details, refer to the following charted comparative analysis,

ܑ 3Ĉ֟֨ᚻཟᄃ̂ౙႢ௺д௺௹ඕၹనࢍ˯̝ͧྵ̶ژ
ડҾ

֟֨ᚻཟ

Մኳ

1 Ѻጟ৺ͽ˯ࠎ᐀ኳĂϏ႕ 1 Ѻጟ৺кࠎࠟሬញ

̂ౙႢ௺
̂ొ̶ࠎ᐀ኳĂ͌ొ̶ࠎ͢ኳĄ

ჯՄኳĞFRPğĄ
ጟҜ

Ч፟જঔ֟ฤ֟֨ᚻࡗࠎ 500 Ҍ 1900 Ăۡᛳ௺

ܛăঔા̂ౙႢ௺ጟҜྵ̈Ăࡗ 20

ฤ᜕֟௺ࡗࠎ 130 Ҍ 800 Ăዶঔ֟ฤ֟֨ཟӮ

Ҍ 100 Ăዶঔાࡗ 100 Ҍ 200 Ą

ࠎ 150 ͽ˭Ą
௺វඕၹ

௺ݭሴܜĂ௺វᅅᓠĂਝҖ̈ྵ˧ܡĂҭྵ̙

௺ݭ႕Ă௺⯵Ă௺ԍҲĂ௺វݓ၁

ᑝĂͷ௺֗ፖອăࢼЈ̈́Є಼̂ྵޘĄ

િĂྵ̙צᑝᇆᜩĂ௺֗ፖອăࢼ
Ј̈́Є಼̈ྵޘĂҭਝҖ̂ྵ˧ܡĄ

ّਕనࢍ

፟ᖼిă௺ిԣĂ֟֨ᚻ̂ిதΞ྿ 30

፟ᖼిҲĂ௺ిၙĂ̂ిதࡗ 15

༼Ă֟֨ཟ̂ిதΞ྿ 45 ༼Ă GM ࣃྵĂ

༼ĂGMࣃྵҲĂԬϒ˧ྵ̈Ăອ।

Ԭϒ˧ྵ̂Ă̙ٽᖙᖬĂщБّĂҭອ।

ᐛதྵҲĂҭटٽᖙᖬĂщБّྵҲĄ

ᐛதྵĄ
ࢲצᇆᜩ

௸ྵĂ̂ྵࢬࢲצĂّྵमĂࢲ˧

௸ྵҲĂ̈ྵࢬࢲצĂّྵ

6 Ҍ 7 ৺ॡĂ̈́ፖਝҖӧᙱĂࢲ˧྿ 8

ָĂ̈́ፖਝҖॡ̂˧ܡĂ߇ਝ

৺ͽ˯ॡĂ௺វອ।̈́ዩજᆐধĂᴧౄј௺

ҖిޘቤၙĂҭ௺វອ।̈́ዩજྵ

វඕၹຫᗼĄ

̈Ăଘтࢲ࿅̂Ă௺௹ٽซͪՕ
՟Ă၆ਝщၹјރĄ
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Table-2 A comparative analysis on the vessel structural design between the patrol cutters and vessels versus Mainland fishing vessels

Distinction

֟

Defense patrol cutters/vessels

Mainland fishing vessels

ኢ
Material

Those over 100 tons are in steel, and under 100

A majority being steel built, and a small percentage

tons are largely in fiber reinforced plastic ma-

wooden

ጪ

terial
Tonnage

Ship hull structure

The tonnage of patrol vessels at various mo-

The tonnage of mainland fishing vessels in the

bile squads is roughly from 500 to 1900 tons,

Kinmen and Matsu sea territories is relatively

and direct access fleet fishery escort ships is

smaller, at roughly from 20 to 100 tons, and that in

roughly from 130 to 800, and the rest of the

the rest of the sea territories is roughly from 100 to

Coast Guard patrol vessels is under 150

200 tons.

The ship hull tends to be narrow and

The ship hull tends to be rounded with a high bow

lightweight, which creates less drag in sailing

and a low stern, with ship hull in a rigid built that

but less enduring to the waves, notwithstand-

is less prone to be affected by waves, and less sus-

ing that the ship hull tends to rock laterally,

ceptible to lateral wobble, and smaller amplitude

with greater amplitude of pitching and rolling.

of pitching and rolling, but at a greater drag in
sailing.

Functional design

The main engine rotates at a high speed, and

The main engine rotates at a low speed, and sails at

sails at a fast speed; patrol cutters reach a maxi-

a low speed, with maximum speed at roughly 15

mum speed of 30 knots, patrol vessels 45 knots,

knots, and a lower GM ratio, with a relatively

with a higher GM ratio, and a larger self-right-

smaller alignment propensity, lower wobbling fre-

ing capability; less prone to capsize, higher

quency but tend to capsize and relatively less safety.

safety, but much higher shaking frequency.
Susceptibility to

The dry bow being higher, with larger wind

The dry bow being lower with a smaller wind

winds and waves

surface, and a lesser wave resistance; naviga-

surface, and a relatively superior wind resistance;

tion could stall when encountering head wave

with a higher drag when sailing against head wave

or side way at winds of level 6 to 7, and the

and side wave, the sailing speed tends to be slow,

ship hull tends to wobble and shake violently

but with a lesser wobble and vibration on ship hull;

when winds reach level 8, which is prone to

however, water tends to get into the vessel at high

lead to damage to ship hull structure.

wind and wave, creating threat against navigation
safety

Sea state endurance

The patrol cutters are on level 9, the escort

Mainland fishing vessels are roughly on level

ships are level 8, and the patrol vessels are level

9 to 10.

5 to 8.

˟ăгநᒖဩ̝मள
Ğ˘ğڌΔ۞ࢲ؞ᇆᜩ
ڌΔࢲ؞ࢋֽҋΔ̂͞ౙঈᑅĂ

II. The dissimilarities in geographical environment
1.The impact of the northeast trade wind
With northeast trade winds largely stem from the high pressure
coming from China’s northern area, blowing in a direction from
northeast to southwest, exactly the direction from China to

ـέ៉۞͞ШĂ༊̂ౙႢ௺ঔүຽĂ

Taiwan, heading along the direction from China toward Taiwan

ௐ 14 ഇ ঔ֟ / 2005
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Ϥ̂ౙـέ៉۞͞ШਝҖዋࠎึć҃

has been a smooth sailing when Mainland fishing boats set sail.

Чঔ֟ฤᚻཟ๔݈ـᜭᗓĂυื

Whereas when various Coast Guard flotillas deploy the patrol

ٕ݈ซĂਝҖྵࠎӧᙱĄ

ኢ

Ğ˟ğবგड़ᑕ
༊̂ౙΔ͞ᆵᇃгડ۞ҽ۩ঈڻέ៉ঔदݑ
˭ॡĂЯгԛᑟᑅӄܜѩঈᑅୗޘĂֹࢲి

ጪ

cutters and vessels to expel the fishing boats, they need to maintain against the head waves or side waves that only make the
navigation more difficult.
2. Corridor effect
When the cold air from Northern Mainland’s wide open area
blows south along the Taiwan Strait, the wind speed tends to pick

̂ࠎᆧૻĂซ҃ᇆᜩঔࢬയĂֹܳέ៉Ҙ

up as the geography accelerates the barometric scale, which in

ొঔાࢲྵгડૻধĂԛјĶবგड़

turn churns up the waves at sea, besieging Taiwan’s western re-

ᑕķĄ҃֟֨ᚻཟ๔݈ـᜭᗓ̂ౙႢ௺Ă

gions with stronger winds and waves than the other areas, creat-

Ӯื఼࿅έ៉ҘొঔાĂᘣٺঔ෪ೋКĂ௺
ཟᙹᘩΐᆐĂਝҖࢲᐍ̂ᆧĄ
Ğˬğঔثгԛ۞ᇆᜩ

ing the so-called corridor effect. Yet this being the waterway that
Coast Guard patrol cutters and vessels must pass through in order to get to the fishing sites to expel Mainland fishing vessels,
where the nasty sea state only sent the vessels rocking and greatly
excel the risks in navigation.

Ϥٺέ៉ঔदࠎݑΔШ۞ব৫ͪĂگ

3. The impact of the coastal terrain

ਕณצгԛࢨטĂֹگҡᐌࢲ๕҃ᆧ

With Taiwan Strait being a north-southward narrow waterway,

ૻĂ҃ҘొঔાҋॿᎩ៍ࢰݑـঔાĂঔ

the waves tend to accelerate alongside the wind as curtailed by

ثቢ֕ШඊۡࡗӔ 210 ޘĂᄃڌΔࢲ̝ࢲ؞
Ш࠹ТĂͷາѻăέ̚гડঔા͇̝г

the geographical terrain constraints, and the coastline of the western sea territories from Guanyin, Taoyuan County to the southern sea territories is in a straight down 210 degree projection,

ԛލᅪĂҜྍاгડঔ֟ฤĞтາѻăέ

which roughly along the direction of the northeast trade wind.

̚ă̚ొгડ፟જঔ֟ฤğ̝֟֨ᚻཟঔ

Besides the sea territories in the Hsinchu and Taichung areas also

פ̂ౙႢ௺ॡĂдڌΔ۞ݏૻࢲ؞ঔ෪
˭ĂԛјĂ̙ӀٺਝҖĄ̝ͅĂдέ៉
Ҙొঔાડॏ౦̝̂ౙႢ௺ĂڌٺΔࢲ؞
ᆧૻăঔ෪ָ̙ॡĂкᏴፄҌመസঔાЧᗓ
फ̝ࡦࢲᔖࢲĂᖣϤгԛٙౄј̝Ķܡ
ड़ᑕķĂࢲΞྵγঔഴҲࡗ 2 Ҍ 3 ৺Ą
ˬăঔĞ๔ğॡ̝፟मள
఼૱̂ౙႢ௺ҋ̂ౙঔॡĂкᏴፄࢲ
ྵ̈ॡ൴ĂГҨ፟ซˢԧ͞ࢨ̈́ט༰ͤ
ͪાүຽĂ༊ঔࢬࢲᆧૻڱүຽॡĂ
ಶܕҌЧᗓफثڻᔖࢲć̝ͅĂ༊ώᓁԊЧ
ঔ֟ฤତᒔ̂ౙႢ௺ડॏ౦ٕჸะᔖࢲ̝
఼ಡĂࠁᅋ֟֨ᚻཟ๔݈ـᜭᗓॡĂϒࣃ
ࢲާăঔ෪ೋК̝ᅫĂԛјĶᇲชԧ
౻ķ̝๕ĂՀᆧે๔ᙱޘĄ
αăүຽ͞ё̝मள
̂ౙႢ௺ጟҜк̬ ٺ100 Ҍ 200 ̝มĂ
үຽॡ௺ిҲ ٺ5 ༼ĂΐͽٳშүຽॡĂΞ
யϠĶᔢड़ᑕķĂੵΞᘦ֗௺ؠγĂՀΞ
ഴ͌ອᕚᐛதĂᆧΐ႖ঔॡมć҃ώᓁԊ֟
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̂ౙႢ௺γ៍
A snapshot on the exteriors of a Mainland fishing vessel
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lack of natural terrain barrier, the patrol cut-

restricted or banned water territories, and would seek shelter at

ters at Coast Guard flotillas in these areas

various offshore islands when winds and waves at sea prevent them

(such as the Coast Guard flotilla in Hsinchu,

from fishing. On the contrary, when obtaining the reports of main-

Taichung and the central region mobile

land fishing vessels’ trespassing for fishing or congregating for

flotilla) launching sail to crack down against

sheltering, the Director General of Maritime Patrol (DGMP) bureau’s

mainland fishing vessels would tend to en-

various Coast Guard flotillas would then deploy the patrol cutters

counter side waves, as influenced by the

and vessels to conduct expel action at a time when the winds and

strong northeast trade winds, hindering the

waves are at an all-time high and the sea state at the worst possible

navigation to be difficult. On the contrary,

state, which only lead to fighting a tough battle while the rival is at

mainland fishing vessels trespassing to fish

ease, only to add to the difficulty of duty enforcement.

in Taiwan’s southern sea territories often

֟
ኢ
ጪ

IV. The dissimilarities in operating mode

choose to seek shelter at various offshore
islands in the Penghu sea territories when
the northeast trade winds pick up, and the
sea state turn nasty, where the wave countering effect created from the terrain could
reduce the choppy waves by roughly 2 to 3
levels than that in the open seas.

With the tonnage of mainland fishing boats tends to fall between
100 and 200, with an operating speed at 5 knots, coupled with the
umbrella anchor effect in the tow net process, this not only helps to
stabilize the ship hull but also reduce the frequency of wobbling,
hence extending the time of staying at sea. Whereas the DGMP
bureau’s patrol cutters and vessels are designed as high-speed vessels that have the main engine rotating at a higher speed, with a

III. The dissimilarities in timing of setting sail

boat speed reaching 9 knots or higher when weighed down with-

When setting sail from the mainland, mainland fishing vessels tend to choose a time
when the waves are relatively calm, and queue
ώᓁԊ֟֨ཟγ៍
A snapshot on the exteriors of the
DGMP bureau’s patrol cutters
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for the right moment to trespass into Taiwan’s
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֨ᚻཟనࢍࠎి௺ཟĂ፟ᖼిྵĂ

out acceleration, yet the ship hull tends to wobble aggregately at

дଭ̙֘ΐి۞˭ڶېĂ௺ిӈΞ྿ 9 ༼

times of poor sea state to deprive ships from overstaying.

ͽ˯Ă࿃ঔ෪ָ̙ॡĂ௺֗ອᕚΐᆐĂ̙
˳ٽĄ

ኢ

Countermeasure strategies
Recapping the foresaid overview analysis, there are obvious differences between the patrol cutters and vessels versus mainland fish-

Яᑕ၆ඉ

ጪ

ტЪ˯̝ᑭ̶ژĂ֟֨ᚻཟᄃ̂ౙ
Ⴂ௺дЧ͞ࢬхѣځពमளĂࠎΐૻפ̂
ౙႢ௺ડॏ౦Ăѣड़ஐ̼ԧࢨ̈́ט༰ͤͪ
ાĂυืଳҖࡊጯ̼̝๔ચఢထăី߿̼̝

ing vessels. To step up cracking down mainland fishing vessels’ trespassing for fishing, and to effective sweep out Taiwan’s restricted and
banned sea territories, there is a need to adopt scientific duty planning
that allows a flexible duty dispatch and optimized duty enforcement as
the countermeasures; relevant countermeasures are as follows,
1.Making smart utilization of large-scale vessels to enhance wipe-out
mission effectiveness

๔ચአޘăѣड़̼̝๔ચүࠎͽࠎЯᑕĂ࠹

As marred by the poor sea state during the northeast trade wind

ᙯЯᑕ၆ඉт˭Ĉ

period, and as common patrol vessels tend not able to serve duty as

˘ăѣड़ྻϡ̂௺ݭᚻĂ೩̿ବᎿ๔ચड़ਕ

hindered by excessive winds and choppy waves at sea, it is prudent
that large-scale vessels to conduct the wiping out duty by dividing

ϤڌٺΔࢲ؞ഇมঔ෪ָ̙Ă˘ਠ֟֨

responsible sea areas according to areas that mainland fishing vessels

ཟЯጟҜ̈Ă૱ᘣٺঔ˯ࢲ࿅̂ڱ

tend to congregate, where the northern and central mobile flotillas

๔Ăυืѣड़ྻϡ̂௺ݭᚻ၁߉ବᎿ๔ચĂ

could dispatch large-scale cutters to conduct wiping out duties along
the sea territories from Hsinchu to Miaoli, and the southern mobile

ֶ̂ౙႢ௺ٽჸะঔાĂထ̶యЇડાĂϤ

flotilla and Coast Guard direct access fleets could dispatch large-scale

Δ፟ฤ̈́፟̚ฤࠁᅋ̂ݭᚻయેҖາѻҌ

cutters and vessels to conduct wiping out duties in the Penghu’s pe-

ࡺॷ˘ঔા̝ବᎿ๔ચćϤݑ፟ฤ̈́ۡᛳ

ripheral sea territories to excel the effectiveness of service duty .

௺ฤࠁᅋ̂ݭᚻă௺యመസᙝঔા̝ବ
Ꮏ๔ચĂͽ೩̿๔ચड़ਕĄ
˟ăঔ۩ᓑЪઍ֟Ă೩̿ߤјड़
ࠎ፟Аೠ೪̂ౙႢ௺ҖᖸĂᔖҺ֟֨ᚻ

2.Deploying joint aerial and sea surveillance patrol to improve
crackdown effectiveness
To seize grappling the whereabouts of mainland fishing vessels that
would help to avoid idle trips deploying the cutters and ships, it is
prudent to appeal request with the aerial duty squadron to dispatch
helicopter support prior to launching a sweeping mission by utiliz-

ཟव౻ΑĂٺ၁߉ବᎿ๔ચ݈Ăآ੨ЪϦ

ing a joint aerial and sea surveillance to accurately pinpoint the loca-

ኛ۩̚๔ચᓁฤࠁᅋۡچ͚፟೯ĂᖣϤঔ۩

tion of the target, and to excel the expulsion and crackdown

ᓑЪઍ֟Ăϒቁೠ೪ϫᇾҜཉĂͽ೩چᜭᗓ

effectiveness.

̈́פјड़Ą
ˬăܜؼ๔ચॡมĂഴ͌ܔـਝ
ࠎഴ͌֟֨ᚻܔـ؋گਝă༼࠷ڵफ़
јώĂЧᚻ˧ރବᎿ๔ચ̝ఢထĂϤֽࣧՏ
Ѩ 3 ͇ܜؼҌ 6 ͇Ăͽᆧΐ႖ঔॡมĂ೩̿
ે๔ड़தރᑂड़ڍĄ
αăචϡ͇࣏ঔ෪Ăೠ೪๔ચ၁߉ॡ፟

3. Extending the duty patrol time to reduce the navigation distance to
and from
To cut down the patrol cutters and vessels’ running back and forth in
navigation, and to conserve the fuel cost, it is best to extend the dynamic sweeping duty for all vessels from the previous 3-day duty to
a 6-day duty that would poise to extend the sea navigation timing,
and improve the mission execution efficiency and deterrence
effectiveness.
4. Making smart use of the climate and sea states to grasp timing of
duty implementation

̂ౙႢ௺дঔ෪։рॡĂк̶ٺγঔ

In good sea state, mainland fishing vessels tend to scatter about in

ٳშүຽĂ࿃͇࣏ঔ෪ᖼᔌೋКॡĂ৾৾

the open seas conducting tow net operations, and in the event the sea

ਝШЧᗓफثڻᔖࢲĂࡶѩॡؕఢထବᎿ๔
ચĂ࢜Я֟֨ᚻཟࡎڱࢲᐍܡĂ҃व

state turn nasty, they would then seek shelter by sailing towards various offshore islands. If a wiping out duty is launched at this time,
there is a high tendency that the mission will be rendered idle as the
patrol cutters and vessels would not be able to approach the site, and
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౻ΑĂӈֹٯૻݍ྿ĂϺڱ൳ᑭٕ၁߉

even if they manage to make it, it would not be feasible to conduct

ૻטүࠎĂЯѩᑕචϡ͇࣏ঔ෪ĂڌٺΔ؞

onboard inspection or carry out mandatory expulsion. Hence it is

ࢲᆧૻăࢲᖼम݈АҖ၁߉˧ރବᎿĂֹ
̂ౙႢ௺ڱତܕԧ͞ঔાĂ̖ߏஐ̼ঔા
ྵָ̝ॡ፟Ą
̣ăࠁᅋ̂ݭᚻᗉчመസĂΐૻࢦᕇঔા๔
ચਕณ
Ϥٺመസঔાᗓ̂ౙႢ௺ϓപྵܕĂ
̂ౙႢ௺ડॏ౦ଐԛྵࠎᚑࢦĂͷመസঔ
ાᗓफிкĂ೩ֻ̂ౙႢ௺։р̝ᔖࢲ

ing out missions before the northeast trade winds accelerate and the
ries and keep mainland fishing vessels from coming near our sea
territories.
step up focus sea territory duty enforcement dynamics
In light of that the Penghu sea territories being closer to the mother
ports of Mainland fishing vessels, the situation of Mainland fishing
vessels trespassing for fishing is deemed more severe, notwithstanding a large number of archipelagoes in the Penghu sea territories that

ͽ˭Ă࿃ঔ෪ೋКॡᙱͽ྾ҖବᎿ๔ચĂࠎ

Penghu Coast Guard flotilla’s patrol cutters and vessels rated at be-

ΐૻྍঔા๔ચਕณĂᑕఢထࠁᅋ̂ݭᚻܜ

low the 100-ton grade, which tend to prevent them from carrying out
wiping out missions in the event of nasty sea state, in an effort to
excel the mission execution dynamics in the water region, it is best to
dispatch large-scale vessels to station long-term at the Penghu sea
territories that would allow wiping out missions be carried out swiftly
to greatly cut down the navigation distance to and from, in order to
excel maximum deterrence effectiveness.

(The author is with maritime affairs section of Director General Maritime Patrol Bureau,
Coast Guard Administration, ExecutiveYuan.)

ώᓁԊ֟֨ཟᄃ̂ౙႢ௺γ៍
̝ͧྵ
A comparison snapshot on the exterior of the DGMP bureau’s patrol
vessel versus a Mainland fishing
vessel
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5.Deploying large-scale cutters and vessels for stabilizing Penghu to

also provide a good shelter for Mainland fishing boats to hide. With

಼ഴ͌ܔـਝĂ൴೭̂ᑂܡड़ڍĄ

ኢ

waves turn nasty, a more preferred timing to wipe out the sea territo-

ٙĂ҃መസঔ֟ฤٙᛳ֟֨ཟӮࠎ 100 ጟ৺

ഇዸчመസঔાĂΞಶેܕҖବᎿ๔ચĂ̂

֟

prudent make smart use of the weather conditions by deploying wip-
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